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Politics and Politicians of Chicago
Are nuclear arsenals safe from cyber-attack? Could terrorists launch a nuclear weapon through hacking? Are we standing at
the edge of a major technological challenge to global nuclear order? These are among the many pressing security questions
addressed in Andrew Futter’s ground-breaking study of the cyber threat to nuclear weapons. Hacking the Bomb provides
the first ever comprehensive assessment of this worrying and little-understood strategic development, and it explains how
myriad new cyber challenges will impact the way that the world thinks about and manages the ultimate weapon. The book
cuts through the hype surrounding the cyber phenomenon and provides a framework through which to understand and
proactively address the implications of the emerging cyber-nuclear nexus. It does this by tracing the cyber challenge right
across the nuclear weapons enterprise, explains the important differences between types of cyber threats, and unpacks
how cyber capabilities will impact strategic thinking, nuclear balances, deterrence thinking, and crisis management. The
book makes the case for restraint in the cyber realm when it comes to nuclear weapons given the considerable risks of
commingling weapons of mass disruption with weapons of mass destruction, and argues against establishing a dangerous
norm of “hacking the bomb.” This timely book provides a starting point for an essential discussion about the challenges
associated with the cyber-nuclear nexus, and will be of great interest to scholars and students of security studies as well as
defense practitioners and policy makers.
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India's Nuclear Bomb
Examines the interrelation between technology and international politics since the nineteenth century.

The Oklahoma City Bombing and the Politics of Terror
Everyone agrees that the world is accelerating. With advances in communication, transportation and information processing
technologies, it is clear that the pace of events in global politics is speeding up at an alarming rate. The implications of this
new speed however, continue to be a significant source of debate. Will acceleration lead to a more interconnected,
productive, peaceful, and humane world; or a nightmarish descent into ecological devastation, economic exploitation and
increasingly violent warfare? The Politics of Speed attempts to map the contours of the new global space of speed, and
investigates key issue areas – including democratic governance, warfare, capitalism, globalization and transnational
activism – to uncover the ways in which acceleration is shaping the world. The book uses contemporary political theory
(especially the works of Deleuze and Guattari) to develop an ontological account of speed, showing how its effects are
frequently far more complex and surprising than we might expect. The result is an attempt to craft a way of engaging with
global acceleration that might help avoid the dangers of speed, while embracing the possibilities it provides us with to
produce a safer, more egalitarian, democratic and pluralistic world.

Technology and International Transformation
The most famous scientist of the twentieth century, Albert Einstein was also one of the century's most outspoken political
activists. Deeply engaged with the events of his tumultuous times, from the two world wars and the Holocaust, to the
atomic bomb and the Cold War, to the effort to establish a Jewish homeland, Einstein was a remarkably prolific political
writer, someone who took courageous and often unpopular stands against nationalism, militarism, anti-Semitism, racism,
and McCarthyism. In Einstein on Politics, leading Einstein scholars David Rowe and Robert Schulmann gather Einstein's
most important public and private political writings and put them into historical context. The book reveals a little-known
Einstein--not the ineffectual and naïve idealist of popular imagination, but a principled, shrewd pragmatist whose stands on
political issues reflected the depth of his humanity. Nothing encapsulates Einstein's profound involvement in twentiethcentury politics like the atomic bomb. Here we read the former militant pacifist's 1939 letter to President Franklin D.
Roosevelt warning that Germany might try to develop an atomic bomb. But the book also documents how Einstein tried to
explain this action to Japanese pacifists after the United States used atomic weapons to destroy Hiroshima and Nagasaki,
events that spurred Einstein to call for international control of nuclear technology. A vivid firsthand view of how one of the
twentieth century's greatest minds responded to the greatest political challenges of his day, Einstein on Politics will forever
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change our picture of Einstein's public activism and private motivations.

The Politics of Nuclear Weapons
This book uses formal models to explore the conditions under which nuclear agreements are credible.

Stalin and the Bomb
Cohen focuses on a two-decade period from about 1950 until 1970, during which David Ben-Gurion's vision of making Israel
a nuclear-weapon state was realized. He weaves together the story of the formative years of Israel's nuclear program, from
the founding of the Israeli Atomic Energy Commission in 1952, to the alliance with France that gave Israel the sophisticated
technology it needed, to the failure of American intelligence to identify the Dimona Project for what it was, to the
negotiations between President Nixon and Prime Minister Meir that led to the current policy of secrecy. Cohen also analyzes
the complex reasons Israel concealed its nuclear program - from concerns over the Arab reaction and the negative effect of
the debate at home to consideration of America's commitment to nonproliferation.

International Politics and National Political Regimes
This book provides an introduction to political and strategic aspects of nuclear weaponry. It offers an accessible overview of
the concept of nuclear weapons, outlines how thinking about these weapons has developed and considers how nuclear
threats can continue to be managed in the future. It includes: Coverage of nuclear testing, proliferation, strategy, global
actors and disarmament. Analysis of contemporary topics such as nuclear terrorism. A timeline of key nuclear events.
Annotated further reading lists helping you to locate sources for essays and assignments. Summaries, study questions and
a glossary of key terms Free SAGE journal articles available on the Resources tab The author will be providing regular
updates to his suggested web resources, so be sure to check the Resources tab for the most up-to-date. The Politics of
Nuclear Weapons is essential reading for both undergraduate and postgraduate students taking courses in Nuclear Politics.

Banning the Bomb: The Politics of Norm Creation
The delegates to the 1787 Constitutional Convention blocked the establishment of Christianity as a national religion. But
they could not keep religion out of American politics. From the election of 1800, when Federalist clergymen charged that
deist Thomas Jefferson was unfit to lead a "Christian nation," to today, when some Democrats want to embrace the socalled Religious Left in order to compete with the Republicans and the Religious Right, religion has always been part of
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American politics. In Religion in American Politics, Frank Lambert tells the fascinating story of the uneasy relations between
religion and politics from the founding to the twenty-first century. Lambert examines how antebellum Protestant unity was
challenged by sectionalism as both North and South invoked religious justification; how Andrew Carnegie's "Gospel of
Wealth" competed with the anticapitalist "Social Gospel" during postwar industrialization; how the civil rights movement
was perhaps the most effective religious intervention in politics in American history; and how the alliance between the
Republican Party and the Religious Right has, in many ways, realized the founders' fears of religious-political electoral
coalitions. In these and other cases, Lambert shows that religion became sectarian and partisan whenever it entered the
political fray, and that religious agendas have always mixed with nonreligious ones. Religion in American Politics brings rare
historical perspective and insight to a subject that was just as important--and controversial--in 1776 as it is today.

Media, Propaganda and Politics in 20th-Century Japan
Based on research from an array of American, Arab, British, French, German, and Israeli sources, this book provides a
nuclear history of the worlds most explosive region. Most significantly, it gives an exposition of Israels acquisition and
political use, or nonuse, of nuclear weapons as a central factor of its foreign policy in the 1960-1991 period. In stressing the
factor of nuclear weapons, the author highlights an often-neglected aspect of Israeli security policy. This is the first
interpretation of the historical development of nuclear doctrine in the Middle East that assesses the strategic implications of
opacityIsraels use of suggestion, rather than open acknowledgment, that it possesses nuclear weapons. Aronson
discusses the strategic thinking of Israel, the Arab countries, the U.S., the former Soviet Union, and other countries and
connects Israeli strategies for war, peace, territories, and the political economy with the use of nuclear deterrence. The
author approaches the development of Israeli doctrines on nuclear weapons and defense in general within a large matrix
that includes the United States; Israeli perceptions of Arab history, culture, and psychology; and Israeli perceptions of
Israels own history, culture, and psychology. He also deals with Arab perceptions of Israels nuclear program and with
Arab and Iranian incentives to go nuclear. In addition, he discusses at length the importance of nuclear factors in the
conduct of the Persian Gulf War and examines the implications of the decline of the former Soviet Union for arms control
and peace in the Middle East.

Britain and the Bomb
Examines the effectiveness of international nonproliferation measures and looks at the nuclear policies of Sweden, South
Korea, Japan, Israel, South Africa, and India

A Global History of the Nuclear Arms Race: Weapons, Strategy, and Politics [2 volumes]
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Here's what the critics have to say about William Upski Wimsatt's previous work: "Spiritual heir to Norman Mailer."—The
Atlantic "Wimsatt's charisma stems from his courage."—Cornel West "Bomb the Suburbs and No More Prisons are cult
classics deftly reflecting the hip-hop generation's maturation."—Miami New Times "A refreshing voice for Generation
X."—Library Journal "Ahead of the curve."—Spin As a potty-mouthed graffiti writer from the South Side of Chicago, William
Upski Wimsatt electrified the literary and hip-hop world with two of the most successful underground classic books in a
generation, Bomb the Suburbs (1994) and No More Prisons (1999), which, combined, sold more than ninety thousand
copies. In Please Don't Bomb the Suburbs, Wimsatt weaves a first-person tour of America's cultural and political movements
from 1985–2010. It's a story about love, growing up, a generation coming of age, and a vision for the movement young
people will create in the new decade. With humor, storytelling, and historical insight, Wimsatt lays out a provocative vision
for the next twenty-five years of personal and historical transformation. Never heard of Billy Wimsatt before? Your life just
got better. William Upski Wimsatt is the author of Bomb the Suburbs and No More Prisons. A maverick graffiti artist,
journalist, and political and philanthropic organizer, Wimsatt has appeared in dozens of publications and is a popular
speaker at colleges and conferences. He founded the League of Young Voters, worked for Barack Obama in Ohio, and coorganized the first-ever briefing of social justice artists with the White House. He was honored as a "visionary" by Utne
Reader and included in The Source's "Power 30" list. He lives in Brooklyn.

Churchill's Bomb
World War II. Europe. 1944-45. Across the continental skies, the airmen of Americaâs 416th Bombing Group find themselves
dodging death in the midst of the greatest conflict the world has yet known. But how and why did these brave Americans
come to battle? Darwinâs War interweaves the complex interactions of pre-war economic, scientific and political history
with the daily lives of the men who courageously served in the 416th. The narrative implicates eugenics in establishing
wrong-minded private and public policies that helped direct governments into the conflict, and reveals the role such science
played in the assault on religion and race â on both sides of the battlefield. Through policies of a scientifically based society,
national leaders around the world galvanized their citizens into becoming Darwinian-Malthusian warriors. By showing these
influences on the men who were forced to put their lives in danger, this account exposes the true cost. Yet, after all the
sacrifices that Americans and many others have made, the same eugenics-driven agendas continue covertly and threaten
us as much as ever.

The Politics of Protection
Perhaps no scientific development has shaped the course of modern history as much as the harnessing of nuclear energy.
Yet the twentieth century might have turned out differently had greater influence over this technology been exercised by
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Great Britain, whose scientists were at the forefront of research into nuclear weapons at the beginning of World War II. As
award-winning biographer and science writer Graham Farmelo describes in Churchill’s Bomb, the British set out to
investigate the possibility of building nuclear weapons before their American colleagues. But when scientists in Britain first
discovered a way to build an atomic bomb, Prime Minister Winston Churchill did not make the most of his country’s lead
and was slow to realize the Bomb’s strategic implications. This was odd—he prided himself on recognizing the military
potential of new science and, in the 1920s and 1930s, had repeatedly pointed out that nuclear weapons would likely be
developed soon. In developing the Bomb, however, he marginalized some of his country’s most brilliant scientists, choosing
to rely mainly on the counsel of his friend Frederick Lindemann, an Oxford physicist with often wayward judgment. Churchill
also failed to capitalize on Franklin Roosevelt’s generous offer to work jointly on the Bomb, and ultimately ceded Britain’s
initiative to the Americans, whose successful development and deployment of the Bomb placed the United States in a
position of supreme power at the dawn of the nuclear age. After the war, President Truman and his administration refused
to acknowledge a secret cooperation agreement forged by Churchill and Roosevelt and froze Britain out of nuclear
development, leaving Britain to make its own way. Dismayed, Churchill worked to restore the relationship. Churchill came
to be terrified by the possibility of thermonuclear war, and emerged as a pioneer of détente in the early stages of the Cold
War. Contrasting Churchill’s often inattentive leadership with Franklin Roosevelt’s decisiveness, Churchill’s Bomb reveals
the secret history of the weapon that transformed modern geopolitics.

Bargaining over the Bomb
A graphic novel account of the race to construct the first atomic bomb and the decision to drop it, tracing the early
research, the heated debates, and profiles of forefront Manhattan Project contributors.

Nuclear Politics
The most famous scientist of the twentieth century, Albert Einstein was also one of the century's most outspoken political
activists. Deeply engaged with the events of his tumultuous times, from the two world wars and the Holocaust, to the
atomic bomb and the Cold War, to the effort to establish a Jewish homeland, Einstein was a remarkably prolific political
writer, someone who took courageous and often unpopular stands against nationalism, militarism, anti-Semitism, racism,
and McCarthyism. In Einstein on Politics, leading Einstein scholars David Rowe and Robert Schulmann gather Einstein's
most important public and private political writings and put them into historical context. The book reveals a little-known
Einstein--not the ineffectual and naïve idealist of popular imagination, but a principled, shrewd pragmatist whose stands on
political issues reflected the depth of his humanity. Nothing encapsulates Einstein's profound involvement in twentiethcentury politics like the atomic bomb. Here we read the former militant pacifist's 1939 letter to President Franklin D.
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Roosevelt warning that Germany might try to develop an atomic bomb. But the book also documents how Einstein tried to
explain this action to Japanese pacifists after the United States used atomic weapons to destroy Hiroshima and Nagasaki,
events that spurred Einstein to call for international control of nuclear technology. A vivid firsthand view of how one of the
twentieth century's greatest minds responded to the greatest political challenges of his day, Einstein on Politics will forever
change our picture of Einstein's public activism and private motivations.

British Politics For Dummies
Your updated and revised guide to British politics So, you want to be knowledgeable about British politics butdon't know
where to start? You've come to the right place!British Politics For Dummies is your essential guide tounderstanding even
the trickiest questions surrounding politics inthe UK. In no time, you'll have the confidence to discuss the insand outs of past
and present elections, political leaders, partiesand ideologies. Packed with understandable information on the origins,
historyand structure of the UK parliamentary system, British PoliticsFor Dummies offers a fascinating glimpse into the
rollercoasterworld of politics. Explaining everything from key politicalideologies and the spread of democracy to the current
electionprocess and the differences between political parties, thishands-on, friendly guide is an ideal companion to British
politicsand elections. Includes expanded coverage of coalition governments, devolutionand independence efforts Provides
updated information on UKIP and Britain's place inEurope Serves as a helpful guide to elections and British
politicalparties—electoral systems, voting behaviour and trends andthe role of pressure groups and the media Offers a
fascinating examination of British politics on theworld stage Whether you want to get to grips with British politics
andgovernment or build your knowledge beyond the basics, this updatededition of British Politics For Dummies is the
placeto start.

Bomb
In 1951 the first atomic weapon was detonated over a section of desert known as Frenchman Flat in southern Nevada
providing evidence of the Nevada Test Site's beginnings. This work discusses post-Cold War policy issues concerning the
continued viability of that site for weapons testing.

Please Don't Bomb the Suburbs
The Iranian regime is in the middle of a dangerous nuclear poker game with the West. Drawing on her inside knowledge and
experience, Thérèse Delpech provides a hard-hitting analysis of Iran's intentions and its ability to beguile the international
community, often with the aid of China and Russia, two countries eager to benefit from Iran's acquisition of nuclear
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weapons. Delpech is one of the world's leading authorities on international nuclear security, and in this book, she dissects
Iran's program in minute detail. Delpech begins with a history of Iran's nuclear project-which was launched with the help of
several Western countries-from the 1970s to today. She examines the reasons behind Iran's renewed interest in nuclear
power during its war with Iraq, and the national pride, exemplified by Mahmoud Amadinejad's bellicose rhetoric, that
prevents the country from bowing to the dictates of the international community. Then she dissects the strategy of the
various actors in this new global crisis: Iran, the commonly termed EU "3" (United Kingdom, France, and Germany), the
United States, Russia, China, and the International Atomic Energy Agency. Delpech follows with an analysis of the
feasibility, practicality, and political viability of such possible solutions as dismantling by force, supervised third party
reprocessing, referral to the United Nations' Security Council, and Iranian appeasement. In conclusion, Delpech unravels the
tangled regional and international dimensions of the crisis, detailing the enormous impact of Iran's game on the Persian
Gulf, Turkey, the political and military movements of Israel, America's presence in Iraq and the wider Middle East, and the
future of the much-weakened Nuclear Non-Proliferation Treaty.

Politics, Society, and the Media, Second Edition
Before the Bomb, there were simply 'bombs', lower case. But it was the twentieth century, one hundred years of almost
incredible scientific progress, that saw the birth of the Bomb, the human race's most powerful and most destructive
discovery. In this magisterial and enthralling account, Gerard DeGroot gives us the life story of the Bomb, from its birth in
the turn-of-the-century physics labs of Europe to a childhood in the New Mexico desert of the 1940s, from adolescence and
early adulthood in Nagasaki and Bikini, Australia and Siberia to unsettling maturity in test sites and missile silos all over the
globe. By turns horrific, awe-inspiring and blackly comic, The Bomb is never less than compelling.

Einstein on Politics
Epistemic communities represent networks of knowledge-based experts that help articulate cause-and-effect relationships
of complex problems, define the self-interests of a state, or formulate specific policies for state decision makers. However,
the role of these scientists and knowledgeable professionals in nuclear policy formulation is poorly understood. Thoroughly
documented and making excellent use of source material, Politics and the Bomb provides refreshingly new empirical
evidence and theoretical analysis of the importance of scientists and experts behind the creation of new non-proliferation
agreements. Simply not another book on nuclear proliferation, Sara Z. Kutchesfahani explores the differences in the
emergence, composition, and influence mechanisms of the epistemic communities behind the nuclear non-proliferation
policy formulation in Brazilian-Argentine Agency for Accounting and Control of Nuclear Materials (ABACC) and the NunnLugar Cooperative Threat Reduction (CTR) Program. In doing so she eloquently demonstrates how the role of these nonPage 8/15
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proliferation experts lead to the possibility of creating more effective non-proliferation policies in the future and hints at the
need to sustain non-proliferation epistemic communities in all countries that can provide input to the global proliferation
problem until it is solved.

The Bomb
Serious Politics Begins with the Bomb
Politics, Society, and the Media is the first comprehensive political sociology of the media to be published in Canada. Paul
Nesbitt-Larking draws upon a range of disciplines, including cultural and media studies, political economy, social theory,
and political science to provide an analysis of the relationship between power and representation in Canada. The framework
for the book presents a model of the mutual interaction between politics and the media. Attention is focused in the early
chapters on how cultural, ideological, economic, and governmental forces shape and condition the production of media in
Canada. Chapters on the work of Innis, Grant, McLuhan, and their postmodern successors place the evolution of McLuhan's
theoretical argument that "the medium is the message" at the heart of the book. Canadian identity, and how to understand
Canadian media politically, is the subject of a chapter on textual analysis. Two extensive chapters follow on the media’s
influence and effects on politics. In addition to standard topics on politics and the media, this new edition offers much more:
an examination of the media on the politics of gender and aboriginal peoples, the micro-politics of the media workplace,
and an exploration of important media-related considerations. Throughout, reference is made to relevant and compelling
issues placed within the context of media theory.

Israel and the Bomb
Banning the Bomb: The Politics of Norm Creation participates in the ongoing debate on international norm creation between
Realists and Constructivists in international relations scholarship. The author argues from a Constructivist provenance that
it is critical to examine the role of international non-state coalitions in order to appreciate the broader political context. Wellresearched and rich in detail, this book will be a valuable resource for scholars and students of international relations,
disarmament, and peace studies.

The Politics of Speed
Written by two preeminent authors in the field, this book provides an accessible global narrative of the nuclear arms race
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since 1945 that focuses on the roles of key scientists, military chiefs, and political leaders. • Makes the case that nuclear
weaponry gradually assumed political stature and came to dominate high-level diplomatic activity • Describes inherent
problems posed by various delivery systems of nuclear weaponry • Draws connections between military strategy and
nuclear arms control efforts as well as anti-missile systems • Identifies and assesses post-Cold War issues in dealing with
nuclear terrorism

Politics and the Bomb
In December of 1938, a chemist in a German laboratory made a shocking discovery: When placed next to radioactive
material, a Uranium atom split in two. That simple discovery launched a scientific race that spanned 3 continents. In Great
Britain and the United States, Soviet spies worked their way into the scientific community; in Norway, a commando force
slipped behind enemy lines to attack German heavy-water manufacturing; and deep in the desert, one brilliant group of
scientists was hidden away at a remote site at Los Alamos. This is the story of the plotting, the risk-taking, the deceit, and
genius that created the world's most formidable weapon. This is the story of the atomic bomb. Bomb is a 2012 National
Book Awards finalist for Young People's Literature. Bomb is a 2012 Washington Post Best Kids Books of the Year title. Bomb
is a 2013 Newbery Honor book.

Einstein on Politics
This book investigates the role played by the Asahi Newspaper, one of Japan's largest daily newspapers, as a mediator of
information and power during the 20th century. Members of the staff at the paper, including Funabashi Yoichi, former Editorin-Chief and one of the most trusted public intellectuals in Japan, examine the paper's role in Japanese history, showing how
news agencies assisted in the creation and maintenance of the nation's goals, dreams and delusions. The book draws on
internal documents, committee meeting notes and interviews with the staff at the company as a means to narrate what
newspaper editors chose to publish during Japan's journey through the 20th century. As well as offering an original insight
into wartime media, Media, Propaganda and Politics in 20th-Century Japan explores the relationship between media and
society during the postwar era and into the 21st century.

India's Nuclear Debate
Making the right-wing Bharatiya Janata Party’s nuclear tests in 1998 its starting point, this book examines how opinion
amongst India’s ‘attentive’ public shifted from supporting nuclear abstinence to accepting — and even feeling a need for —
a more assertive policy, by examining the complexities of the debate in India on nuclear policy in the 1990s. The study
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seeks to account for the shift in opinion by looking at the parallel processes of how nuclear policy became an important part
of the public discourse in India, and what it came to symbolise for the country’s intelligentsia during this decade. It argues
that the pressure on New Delhi in the early 1990s to fall in line with the non-proliferation regime, magnified by India’s
declining global influence at the time, caused the issue to cease being one of defence, making it a focus of nationalist pride
instead. The country’s nuclear programme thus emerged as a test of its ability to withstand external compulsions,
guaranteeing not so much the sanctity of its borders as a certain political idea of it — that of a modern, scientific and, most
importantly, ‘sovereign’ state able to defend its policies and set its goals.

Without the Bomb
Drawing on primary sources from both sides of the Atlantic, Britain and the Bomb explores how economic, political, and
strategic considerations have shaped British nuclear diplomacy. The book concentrates on Prime Minister Harold Wilson's
first two terms of office, 1964-1970, which represent a critical period in international nuclear history. Wilson's commitment
to the Non-Proliferation Treaty and his support for continued investment in the British nuclear weapons program, despite
serious economic and political challenges, established precedents that still influence policymakers today. The continued
independence of Britain's nuclear force, and the enduring absence of a German or European deterrent, certainly owes a
debt to Wilson's handling of nuclear diplomacy more than four decades ago. Beyond highlighting the importance of this
period, the book explains how and why British nuclear diplomacy evolved during Wilson's leadership. Cabinet discussions,
financial crises, and international tensions encouraged a degree of flexibility in the pursuit of strategic independence and
the creation of a non-proliferation treaty. Gill shows us that British nuclear diplomacy was a series of compromises, an
intricate blend of political, economic, and strategic considerations.

Iran and the Bomb
Publisher Fact Sheet The definitive history of India's long flirtation with nuclear capability, culminating in the nuclear tests
that surprised the world in May 1998.

Politics and the Bomb
The classic and “utterly engrossing” study of Stalin’s pursuit of a nuclear bomb during the Cold War by the renowned
political scientist and historian (Foreign Affairs). For forty years the U.S.-Russian nuclear arms race dominated world politics,
yet the Soviet nuclear establishment was shrouded in secrecy. Then, shortly after the collapse of the Soviet Union, David
Holloway pulled back the Iron Curtain with his “marvelous, groundbreaking study” Stalin and the Bomb (The New Yorker).
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How did the Soviet Union build its atomic and hydrogen bombs? What role did espionage play? How did the American
atomic monopoly affect Stalin's foreign policy? What was the relationship between Soviet nuclear scientists and the
country's political leaders? David Holloway answers these questions by tracing the dramatic story of Soviet nuclear policy
from developments in physics in the 1920s to the testing of the hydrogen bomb and the emergence of nuclear deterrence
in the mid-1950s. This magisterial history throws light on Soviet policy at the height of the Cold War, illuminates a central
element of the Stalinist system, and puts into perspective the tragic legacy of this program―environmental damage, a vast
network of institutes and factories, and a huge stockpile of unwanted weapons.

Hacking the Bomb
Under a Mushroom Cloud
Epistemic communities represent networks of knowledge-based experts that help articulate cause-and-effect relationships
of complex problems, define the self-interests of a state, or formulate specific policies for state decision makers. However,
the role of these scientists and knowledgeable professionals in nuclear policy formulation is poorly understood. Thoroughly
documented and making excellent use of source material, Politics and the Bomb provides refreshingly new empirical
evidence and theoretical analysis of the importance of scientists and experts behind the creation of new non-proliferation
agreements. Simply not another book on nuclear proliferation, Sara Z. Kutchesfahani explores the differences in the
emergence, composition, and influence mechanisms of the epistemic communities behind the nuclear non-proliferation
policy formulation in Brazilian-Argentine Agency for Accounting and Control of Nuclear Materials (ABACC) and the NunnLugar Cooperative Threat Reduction (CTR) Program. In doing so she eloquently demonstrates how the role of these nonproliferation experts lead to the possibility of creating more effective non-proliferation policies in the future and hints at the
need to sustain non-proliferation epistemic communities in all countries that can provide input to the global proliferation
problem until it is solved.

The Nuclear Express
From the author of the classic The Wizards of Armageddon and Pulitzer Prize finalist comes the definitive history of
American policy on nuclear war—and Presidents’ actions in nuclear crises—from Truman to Trump. Fred Kaplan, hailed by
The New York Times as “a rare combination of defense intellectual and pugnacious reporter,” takes us into the White House
Situation Room, the Joint Chiefs of Staff’s “Tank” in the Pentagon, and the vast chambers of Strategic Command to bring us
the untold stories—based on exclusive interviews and previously classified documents—of how America’s presidents and
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generals have thought about, threatened, broached, and just barely avoided nuclear war from the dawn of the atomic age
until today. Kaplan’s historical research and deep reporting will stand as the permanent record of politics. Discussing
theories that have dominated nightmare scenarios from Hiroshima and Nagasaki, Kaplan presents the unthinkable in terms
of mass destruction and demonstrates how the nuclear war reality will not go away, regardless of the dire consequences.

Darwin's War
A clear and compelling answer to the dilemma of Iran's nuclear program.

The Bomb
This is a political history of nuclear weapons from the discovery of fission in 1938 to the nuclear train wreck that seems to
loom in our future. It is an account of where those weapons came from, how the technology surprisingly and covertly
spread, and who is likely to acquire those weapons next and most importantly why. The authors’ examination of post Cold
War national and geopolitical issues regarding nuclear proliferation and the effects of Chinese sponsorship of the Pakistani
program is eye opening. The reckless “nuclear weapons programs for sale” exporting of technology by Pakistan is truly
chilling, as is the on-again off-again North Korean nuclear weapons program.

Trinity: A Graphic History of the First Atomic Bomb
Surveys events surrounding the bombing of the Oklahoma City Federal Building and scrutinizes the investigation by federal
authorities.

Religion in American Politics
There is much speculation about whether democracy is still advancing around the world and the influence that leading
authoritarian or semi-authoritarian regimes such as Russia are starting to have on the trends. This collection assesses
global trends in democratisation, reviews the condition of international democracy promotion and enquires into whether
serious competition in the form of autocracy promotion is now a major possibility. The influence of international politics on
national political regimes is explored in more detail for Russia’s resistance to democracy promotion and Russian influence
on regimes in Central Asia in particular, along with an Indian perspective on India’s reluctance to push for democracy
abroad and concerns that democracy promotion itself should be considered more critically if it undermines democratisation
in foreign aid-dependent states. The book concludes by briefly addressing the potential significance of the 2011 ‘Arab
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spring’ for these themes. This book was published as a special issue of Contemporary Politics.

Global Politics in the 21st Century
Objective, critical, optimistic, and with a global focus, this textbook combines international relations theory, history, up-todate research, and current affairs to give students a comprehensive, unbiased understanding of international politics. It
integrates theory and traditional approaches with globalization and research on such topics as terrorism, new economic
superpowers, and global communications and social networking to offer unusual breadth and depth for an undergraduate
course. The text is enhanced by box features and 'Close Up' sections with context and further information; 'Critical Case
Studies' highlighting controversial and complex current affairs that show how the world works in practice; and questions to
stimulate discussion, review key concepts, and encourage further study. Unlike any other textbook, Global Politics in the
21st Century demonstrates the significance and interconnectivity of globalization and new security challenges in the twentyfirst century and illuminates the role of leadership in transnational crises.

Politics and Strategy of Nuclear Weapons in the Middle East, The
A comprehensive theory of the causes of nuclear proliferation, alongside an in-depth analysis of sixteen historical cases of
nuclear development.

Bombs in the Backyard
This new book shows how from the end of the Cold War, the security agenda has been transformed and redefined,
academically and politically. It focuses on the theme of protection. It moves away from the dominant question of whom or
what is threatening to the crucial questions of who is to be protected, and in the case of conflicting claims, who has the
capacity to define whose needs prevail. It also poses the question of political agency in relation to some of the most
significant questions raised in relation to the governance of insecurity and protection in the contemporary world. The
authors identify and explore issues that challenge or raise a number of questions about the traditional notion that states are
to protect their citizens through retaining a monopoly over the legitimate use of violence.
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